Instructional Design using Blogs for Improving Learning Interactivity: A Design Case in Early Childhood Teacher Education Program
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Abstract—This manuscript is a design case in early childhood education program in using blogs to improve learning interactivity. The design case provides an extensive opportunity for early childhood education teachers to interact with lecturer, students and learning materials. The goals of instructional design by using blog is to develop the digital pedagogy skills of early childhood teacher candidate, because this is one of the important competencies developed among other competencies such as professional, social, and individual competencies. The teacher candidate who are on pre-service training are now prepared to deal with students who are familiar with technology, which means that the teachers must be able to adapt the progress that has been made so that their digital pedagogy skills can be accepted by students. Therefore, the teachers’ candidate need to be prepared carefully. In this case, the learning designer is responsible for providing space for prospective teachers to be actively involved and familiar with technology.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The need for digital learning is supported by the availability of digital devices around students. Digital technology is rapidly becoming an essential part of the daily life of many adults [1]. Digital learning is not replaced the role of educators. Thus, the implication is ideal learning in a rich digital environment with interactivity. The higher the students' interactivity with the learning resources, the better the quality of the learning.

Technology, digital media and culture are important aspects of a child's life in a post-industrial society. The problem for early child educators is how to effectively integrate these aspects of the child's life into the provision of play based learning. Traditionally, some studies have considered obstacles to technological uptake of teachers in the early years, or beliefs and attitudes of teachers about the use of technology with young children. An alternative perspective focuses on children's play as a basis for the provision of early childhood curricula and argues that what is needed is just a "new" game concept that is more appropriate to explain the contemporary playing experience of children in post-industrial society [2]. This study provides the meaning that early childhood needs to be learned in the latest way based on technology.

In addition, other researchers conducted coaching on video-based colleagues to promote interaction to prospective early childhood education teachers according to their development [3]. Researchers discussed implications for teacher preparation after conducting research with 19 courses. This study provides a picture for learning prospective teachers of this age child education. At the Faculty of Educational in Universitas Negeri Padang not all students have the ability as done. Based on the analysis of the students' initial needs and abilities, the researcher improves the learning interactivity through the facilities provided by the university.

If around the students are available various digital-based learning tools, then the demands of lecturer need creative and innovative designing learning activities. So far, the implementation of digital learning has not become a priority and its implementation is more ad hoc because of various factors, so the results obtained less than the maximum. In this manuscript, presented about the experience of doing innovative learning in Education Technology study program, the results show a significant change. The author recommends such a way to prepare prospective teachers of early childhood education. The early childhood period is a critical foundational moment in human development.

Ideal learning for early childhood teacher candidates can adopt various forms of learning conducted by other researchers. Another way that can also be done is to identify the ways that are applied in early childhood education to unlock the teacher's candidate insight that's what they'll do like [2] and [4]. The difference is, [4] takes a two-year collaborative action that investigates the use of digital technology. The findings reveal that collaborative action research projects contribute to empower teachers in using digital technology to support the implementation of new inclusive learning strategies. The use of digital technology enables the implementation of inclusive instructional strategies by providing various ways of representation, action and expression, and involvement, based on the Universal Design framework (UDL). The findings also support the
adaptation of e-inclusion approaches in EFI classes to meet the needs of all learners. These ways can explore how differentiated pedagogy [5]. Therefore, it is necessary to prepare qualified early childhood educator candidates.

Considering the increased influence of digital technologies on technology and technology [1]. The multiple literacies of children in the 21st century may be influenced by the increasing importance of digital technology [5]. Prospective teachers should update the development of early childhood education knowledge, therefore, need to habituate information literacy since pre-service training. Americans have started and to facilitate the integration of technology into learning in early childhood education they have special programs, [6] calling it an education policy program.

Therefore, it is necessary to specially designed rich learning interactivity as an effort to develop the competence of digital prospective teachers by using blog. Weblogs, or blogs, have rapidly evolved to become a popular and influential form of online micro-publishing and computer mediated communication [7]. Blogs have the potential to be an effective learning resource in college [8]. “Blogging has the potential to be a transformational technology for teaching and learning” [9].

The Web 2.0 era focuses on active users’ online participation and interaction. Among the interactive media, blog is one of the representation tools of online knowledge construction. The purpose of this study was to explore behavior patterns and the depth of knowledge construction while using blogs for professional development of teachers. This study combines quantitative content analysis, sequential analysis, and qualitative analysis. We studied how 470 teachers use blogs to interact instructional knowledge before teacher interventions and analyze teacher behavior patterns and the depth of knowledge construction. Based on the behavior patterns found, we see that while blogs can serve as a channel for teachers to share teaching information, the aspects of knowledge construction are limited. We demonstrate this limitation, and provide suggestions on how teacher educators can guide interaction during the course of the training. We also suggest how system developers can customize blogging functions to facilitate online teacher community quality discussions [10]. The authors have done so in educational technology courses, the same can also be done in the early childhood education candidate study program.

II. LITERATURE REVIEW AND DISCUSS

A. Learning Interactivity with Blog

Blogging is best described as a form of micro publishing. Easy to use, from any internet connection point, blogging has become established as a web-based communication tool. Blogging Phenomenon has evolved from its beginnings as a simple publication medium, personal online diary, to the latest annoying technology, the ‘killer app’ it has the capacity to engage people in collaborative activities, knowledge sharing, reflection and debate. Many blogs have large and dedicated readers, and blogs have formed a relationship that falls in bloggers according to their shared interests. The paper concludes that blogging has the potential to be a transformational technology for teaching and learning [11].

Digital games are reviewed as emerging tools in educational technology. Factors such as instructional effectiveness, timing of assignments, relationships with the curriculum, students’ socioeconomic status, violence in the game, and game mechanics are considered. Although there is considerable variability among studies, a larger overall effect size for the impact of games on learning is found for digital games than for early computer-assist instruction. The study found that digital games are beginning to evolve, people learn from them, and the transfer from game to new task is more closely related to the underlying cognitive process than superficial similarities. However, effective procedures for designing games that generate targeted instructional goals while keeping their entertainment value elusive. The study also determined that the time spent playing digital games should be taken into account in the assessment because of their ability to capture and hold the attention of learners. Finally, the effectiveness of games in providing instruction for students who are difficult to reach may be a very useful field of research and development [10].

B. Digital Pedagogy Skills

Digital literacy is an important aspect to consider in teacher education as a way to meet the needs of XXI century learners, especially in the context of early childhood where developmental issues must be paramount in making instructional design decisions [12]. The influence of digital technologies on literacy practices of the XXI century may influence the types of literacy young children observe and use to read, write, and communicate [1]. Therefore, new literacies, the skills, strategies, and dispositions to use and adapt to the information and communication technologies, are required when reading and writing on the Internet [5]. Blogging is a useful practice for the development of higher order learning skills, active, learner centered pedagogy, authentic learning, associative thinking, and interactive learning communities.

Blogs typically make central use of the hypertextual facilities of online communication: linking internally between posts, providing links to other web content, and/or linking to other users’ blogs [13]. Drawing on the social constructivist educational theories of [14] usefully explicate the four central pedagogic benefits of blogging for students: a) Assisting students to become subject matter experts through a process of regular scouring, filtering and posting, b) increasing student interest and ownership in learning, c) giving students legitimate chances to participate and enculturating them into a community of practice, and d) providing opportunities for diverse perspectives.

Based on these studies and in relation to the current situation, education is in the process of transforming traditional text-based learning into digital format. This multi-
case study highlights the challenge of overcoming old and new literacy teaching in the context of technology-mediated teaching in the early years of school (children aged 7–8 years). By investigating the relationship between literacy and digital technology in diverse pedagogical contexts, we can grasp the complexities in educational transformations that need to be recognized. Each case shows different focus and objectives of knowledge for early literacy teaching, organization and access to technology and what is seen in teaching. All of these factors result in teaching taking place. Depending on epistemological beliefs, digital competence is taught separately from literacy and is perceived as a separate or integrated goal with literacy that is considered as a means and goal of literacy teaching and learning. Implicit pedagogy with weaker classification and framing conditions that allow for infused approaches utilize digital technology in the practice of multimodal, functional and learner literacy. Furthermore, the initial guidance and weaving of invisible pedagogy highlight the possible ways to harness the potential of digital technology and support children from diverse backgrounds. The balance of teacher and student controls is more affected in terms of technological organization and choice of pedagogical methods. This study expands the current discussion of the relationship between technology and literacy with the understanding that epistemological focus and the context of practice are a necessary tool for problematization, rather than measuring or assessing, practices that arise in early literacy teaching. We conclude that in addition to the heavy investments required in digital technology in schools, there is a need to make room for action for teachers and address the issues of destination, pedagogy and organization around technology [15]. In the world of digital technology today, educators should re-learn how children learn and the way in which the early labor force regulates their learning environment [16].

III. CONCLUSION

Based on the results of previous research, interpreted that the level of use of technology by early childhood at home and in school is quite high. Therefore, learning designed for them is also recommended based on technology to be relevant to their daily lives. The implications of prospective early childhood education teachers need to be prepared with relevant competencies for designing early childhood learning based on technology. One way that can be done is to optimize the university facilities that are utilizing blogs to improve the interactivity of learning. The hope, with the usual prospective teachers using the blog will increase their intensity in interacting with technology devices. This paper supports the arguments for the educational use and value of blogging but also highlights the potential limitations and problem areas.
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